
Explorer Raft

IONIC is a Safequip registered product brandInnovation by Design

Product Specification
The IONIC Explorer has been designed with extended sponsons 
for increasing its casualty rescue capability especially in ice / 
mud rescue and also fast moving water and weirs where extra 
stabilisation is an advantage. The raft is designed to carry two 
rescuers and one casualty.

Manufactured in Orca® Hypalon the Explorer delivers unrivaled 
durability compared to PVC constructed models. It boasts a 6” Drop 
Thread Deck which is inflated to 6psi and the 300mm diameter 
sponsons themselves inflate to 3psi providing superior stability and 
rigidity with over 500KG of useable buoyancy. The deck is also 
overlayed with a double coated neoprene skin providing a non-slip 
safe platform to work from.

Deck mounted grab handles are fitted together with a further 12 
carry/grab handles fitted to the Sponsons. The deck mounted 
handles have been positioned to give optimum recovery assistance 
from water. The internal lifelines and PU protective underside 
sponson reinforcement runners are fitted as standard and it comes 
fitted with 4 tethering points, 2 at the front and 2 at the rear of the 
sled. 

The Explorer is rated for inflation using a compressed air cylinder 
fitted with the IONIC Compact Inflation Kit which is recommended 
for rapid inflation and quick deployment. 

Further Information:  

Please visit our website www.safequip.co.uk

Contact our sales team either by email at

sales@safequip.co.uk 
or by telephone +44 (0) 1259 727 835

Key Features:
 Orca® Hypalon Fabric Construction

 Orca® 150mm / 6” Drop Thread Floor

 Leafield Inflation & Pressure Relief Valves

 Dimmensions - 4.6m x 1.42m

 Carrying Handles x 12

 Stowage / Carrying Valise

 Inflation Hand Pump

 Internal Lifeline x 2

 Rear D-Rings x 2

 Front Towing Patches x 2

 Webbing Deck Handles x 8

 Deck D-Rings x 6

 Reflective Solas Tape

 Sponson Reinforcement Panels

Product Code
SAF38071 - Explorer Sled

Colour Options:

Green RedYellow Black


